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1. Introduction. In [l], A. V. Arhangel'skiï defines the class

MOBI and asks whether each topological space in MOBI is either

developable, pointwise paracompact1 or a £-space.2 It is further

asserted that each topological space in MOBI has closed sets Gsz

and asked if a Lindelöf space or a paracompact space in MOBI is

metrizable. These questions are answered negatively.

The notation will follow [4] and all spaces will be at least Haus-

dorff.

2. The class MOBI.
Definition 2.1. The class MOBI is the intersection of all classes

of topological spaces satisfying the two conditions:

(i) Every metric space belongs to the class.

(ii) The image of a space in the class under a compact open map4

is also in the class.

Theorem 2.2. A topological space y is in MOBI if and only if there

is a metric space M and a finite set [fa, • • • , <ftn\ of compact open maps

such that (<£„ o ■ • ■ o<f>i)(M) = Y.

Proof. Let MOBl = f\{Ca\aEA} and let B = {X\X is a metric

space} W { Y\ there is a metric space M and a finite set {<£i, ••-,</>«}

of compact open maps such that (<£„ o • • • 0(¡>i)(M) = Y}.

There is an a in A such that B = Ca since if Y is in B, then either Y

is a metric space and, consequently, in Ca or Y= (<j>n o ■ ■ ■ o<¡)i){M)

where M is metric and each <¡>i, l^i^n, are compact open maps.

Thus if 0 is a compact open map <¡>(Y) =</>((</>„ o • • • o<f>i)(M)) is,

by definition, in B. Thus B = C«2MOBI.
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1 A space is pointwise paracompact (= weakly paracompact in Russian) if each

open cover has a point finite open refinement.

2 A topological space 5 is a £-space provided that for some Hausdorff compactifi-

cation T of 5 there is a sequence Pi, Pj, • • • of collections of open subsets of T, each

of which covers S, such that if * is any element of S, then fl"_i {U J£EP»| xÇzp} j is

contained in 5.

3 A set A is a G¡ if it is the countable intersection of open sets.

4 A map is a continuous function. A map is compact open if the image of an open

set is open and if the inverse image of a point is compact.
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For each a in A, BQCa. For if F is in B, then either F is metric

and in Ca or Y=(cj>no ■ • • o<j>i)(M) where M is metric and the <£,,

1 ̂ i^n, are compact open maps. Since M is in Ca, <j>i(M) is also in

Ca and inductively (0„ o • • ■ o <j>i)(M) = Y is in Ca. Thus BQCa for

each a. It follows that B = Í1 { C«| a£4 } = MOBI.

Corollary 2.3. .EacÂ pointwise paracompact, developable Hausdorff

space is in MOBI.

Proof. Theorem 2.2 and Theorem S of [S].

Definition 2.4. A sequence &, G2, ■ • • of collections of open

subsets of a topological space X is called a quasi-development for X

provided that for each point p of X and each open set R containing

p there is a natural number n such that p belongs to some element

of Gn and each element of Gn that contains p lies in R. If, in addition,

each Gn is a cover of X, then d, G2, • • • is a development. A space

having a (quasi-) development (see [3]) is said to be (quasi-) de-

velopable.

Theorem 2.5. There exists a regular, Lindelöf, hereditarily para-

compact, quasi-developable space F5 in MOBI that is neither develop-

able, a p-space, nor has closed sets G¡.

Proof. Let Q be an uncountable subset of [0,l] whose only

compact subsets are countable; such spaces exist [7, p. 422]. Let

T= [O, l] — Q and if N denotes the natural numbers let X

= {(*i y)\0^x^i, y = 0 or xE.Q, yGN}. Topologize X by letting

a set be open if it is the union of any of the following types of sets:

(i)   {(x, y)} if O^x^l and y>0,

(ii)   \(x,0)}VJ{(x,y)\y>c} iixEQasidOO,

(iii) {(x,0)\xET, a<x<b}U{(x, y)\a<x<b, xEQ, y>c}
where a<b and c>0.

It follows that X is a Hausdorff, pointwise paracompact, develop-

able space. Therefore, by Corollary 2.3, X is a MOBI.

Let Y be [O, 1 ] retopologized to make the points of Q discrete.

As noted in [ó], Fis hereditarily paracompact and Lindelöf. Clearly

Y—Q is closed and not a G¡ in F; thus F is not developable. If

{Bu Bi, ■ ■ • } is a countable base for [O, l], by letting Gi

= { {x}|xGö} and, for*>l, Gi= {Bi-i}, it follows that G\, G2, • • •

is a quasi-development for F. It is shown in [ó] that the product of

F with a metric space (the irrationals) is not normal. Thus, by a re-

sult of A. V. Arhangel'skiï (Corollary 1 of Theorem 16 in [2]) it

follows that F is not a ¿»-space.

6 The space in Example 2 of [8] is similar to the space Y.
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Let a map c¡> be defined by <p{(x, y)) = x. It follows that <j> is an

open compact map with domain X and range Y. By Theorem 2.2

F is in MOBI.
Thus most of the questions in the group of problems 5.7 in [l]

are answered negatively. Example 3 of [8] shows that each element

of MOBI need not be pointwise paracompact.

Question 1. Is each member of MOBI a quasi-developable space?

Question 2.6 If the members of MOBI are restricted to com-

pletely regular spaces, can the questions in 5.7 of [l] still be answered

negatively?
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